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Presentation Outline:

� Introductions to presenters

� Overview of the internship project, the TIFA community, 
and the format/content of a professional development day 
(video analysis, lesson study) [Kathy]

Prospective teachers' perspectives on the TIFA community � Prospective teachers' perspectives on the TIFA community 
(role it plays in BECOMING a teacher) [Courtney & 
Rebecca]

� Teachers' perspectives on the TIFA community (role it 
plays in BEING a teacher) [Jeremy & Kara]

� Close with questions to audience: Would this benefit you
in your role/job? Why consider such a community? 



Research Program: Reconceptualizing
secondary mathematics teacher education

� Three dimensions/perspectives to SSHRC research program: 
PROspective; RETROspective; INTROspective

� PROspective... a focus on exploring new models for internship 
and faculty supervision; self study of the role of a faculty advisor and faculty supervision; self study of the role of a faculty advisor 
in internship and in prospective teachers’ processes of becoming 
mathematics teachers

� Context: Faculty of Education at the University of Regina, faculty 
members assigned to the supervision of several student teachers 
(interns) during their four-month practicum experience 
(internship) in various schools in southern SK; university 
supervisor (faculty advisor) visits, observes, conducts PDP 3-5 
times during internship



Research Project Purposes
Research Purpose 1: to create and sustain a (new) 

model of professional development for a faculty 
advisor and her secondary mathematics interns 
during their internship experience in schools during their internship experience in schools 

Research Purpose 2: to disrupt traditional notions of 

� Teacher education as ‘training’ and ‘preparatory’ 
work

� The role of faculty ‘super-vision’ in field 
experiences



My “e-volving” internship model

� 2009200920092009----2011201120112011: introduced ‘extended’ PDP process which included having 
the pre-conference 2-3 days in advance of school visit; also included 
interns creating brief (5-7 min) teaching videos and uploading them for 
me to view in place of my school visit

� 2012201220122012: all of the above PLUS invited my interns back to university for 
2 half-day PD sessions and focus group conversations; “last minute” 2 half-day PD sessions and focus group conversations; “last minute” 
knowledge of SSHRC funding so no cooperating teacher involvement

� 2013 & 20142013 & 20142013 & 20142013 & 2014: all of the above (extended PDP with interns, school 
visits, etc.) but invited interns and cooperating teachers to participate in 
a community of learners: TeacherTeacherTeacherTeacher----InternInternInternIntern----Faculty Advisor (TIFA) Faculty Advisor (TIFA) Faculty Advisor (TIFA) Faculty Advisor (TIFA) 
community community community community including

� Three (3) face-to-face professional development days: lesson study sessions 
and collaborative video analysis of teaching episodes (Aug, Oct, Dec)

� One (1) web-based conferences session (Nov): discuss videos; focus group

� Ongoing Moodle discussion forum throughout semester



TIFA Professional Development Days... What do TIFA Professional Development Days... What do TIFA Professional Development Days... What do TIFA Professional Development Days... What do 
they look like?they look like?they look like?they look like?

1)1)1)1) Lesson studyLesson studyLesson studyLesson study: as group, select a topic from grade 9 and/or 
10 curriculum; brainstorm ideas for what inquiry 
teaching/learning of this topic could look like; each 
intern/coop pair goes back to their school and develops intern/coop pair goes back to their school and develops 
lesson best for their students and context; record teaching 
videos to bring back to next TIFA day

2)2)2)2) Collaborative video analysisCollaborative video analysisCollaborative video analysisCollaborative video analysis: using adaptation of John 
Mason’s (2002) and Alf Coles’ (2013) “noticing 
framework”─ a four step process



Video Analysis using “Noticing Framework”

� Noticing Framework Noticing Framework Noticing Framework Noticing Framework guidelines (4-step process)

� Step 1: take own personal ‘noticing’ notes while group views 

video together

� Step 2: spend one or two minutes in silence (looking � Step 2: spend one or two minutes in silence (looking 

through, organizing, highlighting own notes; deciding what 

to share)

� Step 3: give an account of what was observed (not why or 

how, just what you directly saw with your own eyes!)

� Step 4: now give an account for (i.e. possible interpretations 

for or meanings of) what was observed



Prospective Teachers’ Experience... 

From the eyes of a beginning teacher
by Rebecca & Courtney

� Initial Thoughts� Initial Thoughts
- Extra work, potential judgment, nervous, unsure

� TIFA Process
1) Viewing 
2) Noticing – NOT judgment, but no explanation ‘why’ 
3) Interpretation



Rebecca & Courtney (cont’d)

� Benefits

- Collaboration - Co-creation

- Progression - Growth

� Where Did We Meet?

- 3 Face-to-face - Skype (discuss pros/cons)- 3 Face-to-face - Skype (discuss pros/cons)

� What helped us grow?

- Feedback

- Suggestions for improvement

- Relationships

- Witness of various teaching strategies/lessons

- On/off-the-scene observations from faculty advisor



Cooperating Teachers’ Experience... 
by Jeremy Sundeen

� Incidences that occur during a lesson can shape the 
perception of the effectiveness of a given lesson (good 
or bad)

� Lesson study and video analysis gives another 
perspective into a lesson

� Video analysis allows others to observe intentional (and 
unintentional) classroom practices



Jeremy (cont’d)

� As a first time cooperating teacher it was good to hear 
how other cooperating teachers noticed certain 
aspects of my intern’s lessons

� Interesting seeing the change in opinion of my intern 
before watching the lesson verses post

� Interns noticed very different aspects of their lesson 
verses the rest of the TIFA community- often more 
critical



Cooperating Teachers’ Experience... 
by Kara Shaw

� As a first time and young cooperating teacher, the TIFA 
community helped guide my support and focus in my daily 
conferences with my intern

� Videos provided a concrete example to refer to when post-� Videos provided a concrete example to refer to when post-
conferencing

� Cooperative time with the others in the TIFA community 
inspired change in my own teaching practices based upon things 
that were noticed by others. This ranged from classroom set-up 
to sequencing and approaches to teaching different concepts.

� Process encouraged a more formal and in-depth post-conference 
once a month than what would have been available without the 
video or TIFA community 



Discussion

� So, ...

� Why consider such a community in being or 
becoming a mathematics teacher?becoming a mathematics teacher?

� Would it benefit you in your role/job? 
� Why might you consider a TIFA professional 

learning community?

Thank you for coming today!
From Kathy, Courtney, Kara, Rebecca, & Jeremy


